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TOWARDS THE IMPROVED GEONEUTRINO MEASUREMENT WITH BOREXINO

Geoneutrinos and the Borexino Detector 

Optimised Selection Cuts for IBD Interactions
DFV cut and Qmin of Delayed Event

[1] Borexino Collaboration, Phys. Rev. D, 92:031101, Spectroscopy of Geoneutrinos from 2056 days of Borexino data, Aug 2015.

IBD threshold

Improved Muon Vetoes

Inclusion of Double Cluster Events Better α/β Discrimination
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Significant drop in 
uncertainty for 

DFV cut 20 to 10 cm

.

● Dynamic Fiducial Volume (DFV)   The Borexino vessel shape is changing with time. →  The Borexino vessel shape is changing with time. 
DFV cut  to reduce background events near the inner vessel.→  The Borexino vessel shape is changing with time. 
 

● Reducing charge threshold (Qmin) of delayed events  to include candidates that →  The Borexino vessel shape is changing with time. 
partially deposit energy in the buffer. 

Dynamic 
Fiducial Volume

   2015: 2 s dead time for all internal muons
   New:   2 s, 1.6 s, and 2 ms dead times depending on the area →  The Borexino vessel shape is changing with time. 
                 of the detector is crossed by internal muons

         →  The Borexino vessel shape is changing with time. Additional spatial vetoes for well tracked muons.
                  Lateral distance between prompt and muon ≥ 3.4 m

 

prompt delayed

Single cluster prompt event

Double cluster event

2015: 30 cm DFV cut +
      Qmin = 860 p.e.

New: 10 cm DFV cut +
     Qmin = 700 p.e

    2015: Gatti cut on delayed events, Gattid < 0.015
    New:  MLP cut on delayed events, MLPd  > 0.8
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Dead times applied to remove muons 
and muon daughters (9Li, 8He, 12B) 

produced due to muon spallation on 
12C in the scintillator

99% of the Earth’s 
Radiogenic Heat

2015[1] (Data from Dec’07 to Mar’15):
  5.9σ evidence of geoneutrinos 

Absence of signal from the mantle rejected at 98% C.L.
Uncertainty on the measurement – 26.2%

Double cluster event: 
prompt and delayed events 

falling in the same DAQ 
window (16 μs)

Decrease of 84% 
in dead time

Increase of 9.4% 
in live time

Increase of 3.8%
 in efficiency

Increase of 13%
 in exposure

Gatti parameter: Linear variable for α/β discrimination 
based on the time distribution of scintillation photons 

that depends on the energy loss of the particles 

2015[1]: 77 antineutrino candidates
For Th/U mass ratio fixed to chondritic value of 3.9:

Ngeo =  23.7 ± 6.2 events, Sgeo =  43.7 ± 11.5 TNU
1 TNU =  1 event/ 1032 target protons/ year

ca 1 event/ kton/ year with 100% detection efficiency

MLP α/β Discrimination Parameter

214Bi  β/γ214Po  α

Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP): Nonlinear 
parameter developed using deep learning method

 that supervises binary classifiers

Single cluster delayed event

(To ensure proper start time 
and cluster duration for 

prompt and delayed events)

2015: dt = 20-1280 μs
 New:  dt = 20-1280 μs 

  &  2.5-12.5 μs

Generate 10k toy MC experiments 
and extract the geoneutrino signal 

from the likelihood fit 
of each experiment

Sensitivity StudiesHighlights
Exposure, Monte Carlo (MC)
 efficiency, estimated non- 
antineutrino backgrounds

Estimated geoneutrino and 
reactor antineutrino

signals in TNU

 of the Gaussian fit for σ of the Gaussian fit for 
Fit results/McTruth = 

expected statistical uncertainty
 for certain set of selection cuts
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(dead time reduced from 10.3% of the 
DAQ time to 1.8% of the DAQ time)

(live time = DAQ time – dead 
time due to muons)

Imitation of 
IBD

Exposure[1]: (907 ± 44) ton·yr
Stat. Uncertainty[1]: (25.7 ± 3.4)%
Exp stat. uncertainty ( ) = 24.3%σ) = 24.3%

Exposure: (1704 ± 98) ton·yr
Exp stat. uncertainty ( ) = 18.1%σ) = 24.3%

This work

Updated statistics until May’18  increase of →  The Borexino vessel shape is changing with time. 40.1% in exposure

Optimised selection cuts  increase of 4.8% in efficiency & →  The Borexino vessel shape is changing with time. 
    →  The Borexino vessel shape is changing with time.  increase of 47.7% in exposure

Expected increase in precision 
from sensitivity studies = 6.2%  

24.3% (2015)  18.1%→  The Borexino vessel shape is changing with time. 

MC charge spectra of signals 
and backgrounds 

Likelihood Fit
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